
 
 

AITHM 2018 Seminar Series – Info and FAQs 
 

 
Broader AITHM objectives 
AITHM promotes the collaboration of researchers through a variety of initiatives including: AITHM 
Seminar Series, Networking funds, Membership and Business development to name just a few.  

Collaboration and partnership with diverse groups including Indigenous communities, 
pharmaceutical companies, external institutions and hospital and health services both in Australia 
and our region is essential to AITHM’s future direction.   

Our Vision - AITHM aspires to excellence in tropical health and medical research, 
biotechnology and research education, supporting better health for people in the tropics 
worldwide. 

Our Values - Academic excellence, community partnerships, collaboration, respect, openness 
and integrity. 

Our Purpose - We are building a world-leading health and medical research institute, 
dedicated to solving problems of major importance to tropical Australia, South East Asia, the 
Pacific and the tropics worldwide, leading to improvements in health outcomes and health 
service delivery and contributing to growing prosperity in the region. 

 

Benefits of participating in the AITHM Seminar Series 
• Promote the exchange of research in tropical health and medicine  
• Opportunity to showcase and share new research and findings  
• Promote the AITHM brand to external institutions, researchers, Hospital and Health Services, 

Community organisations and the general public  
• Build networking opportunities and increase collaboration amongst researchers 

 

 

  



 
 

AITHM obligations 
 

Coordinate the AITHM Seminar Series, call for suggested speakers, approve expenditure and 
facilitate the administration elements of each seminar. 

Where necessary, provide funding for and book flights, accommodation, transfers and meals for the 
presenter.  

Prepare a promotional poster (approved by the host and the visiting speaker) for each approved 
AITHM Seminar. 

Promote the seminar internally within JCU and any listed externally relevant audiences, - a calendar 
booking will be forwarded to AITHM and affiliated JCU employees email accounts; and an email will 
be sent in the lead up to the seminar, the week prior and on the day; and 

Provide a cost code for any approved networking expenditure. 

Schedule the seminar series for 2016, ensuring a broad range of speakers with a range of dates, 
avoiding clusters of seminars in the same week. 

 

Host researcher obligations 
Complete the AITHM Seminar Request form, and receive written approval prior to formally inviting a 
speaker to present.  

Upon receiving approval from the AITHM Director, or nominee, formally invite the guest speaker and 
ensure relevant information is provided to AITHM in a timely manner. 

Approve the promotional poster and distribute to any networks (including social media) that are 
relevant.  

Ensure the IT, Audiovisual and video conference equipment in the venue is on and working prior to 
the start time. On the day, for audiovisual assistance, please dial the AV support phone number 
provided with the system at the venue. 

Introduce, welcome and thank the visiting guest speaker.  

Take photos of the seminar and the speaker including some key points or quotes and forward these 
to aithm@jcu.edu.au on the day of the seminar.  

Be available for media if applicable.  

Coordinate and host any networking events and ensure collaborative opportunities with the visiting 
speaker are fully explored within the approved budget. 

Complete the post event evaluation email and return to aithm@jcu.edu.au.  
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Visiting speaker obligations 
Provide a high resolution photograph via email for inclusion on promotional materials.  

Approve the promotional poster and distribute to any networks (including social media) that are 
relevant.  

Be available for media if applicable. 

Prepare and forward PowerPoint slides/content/images/video etc to the host researcher. 

Provide a summary of 3-5 key dot points/quotes to AITHM – prior to the seminar.   

Present a professional seminar with relevant research/content for AITHM researchers in the topic of 
tropical health and medicine. Including a Q & A session within the allocated time frame.  

Be available for networking/collaboration activities with AITHM researchers. 

Provide social media support if possible - retweet promotional tweets, share facebook posts etc.  

 

FAQs 
What is the schedule for the 2016 Seminar Series? 
The 2016 AITHM Seminar Series will seek to schedule seminars across the calendar year – avoiding 
multiple seminars in any one week where possible. Once seminars are confirmed, AITHM will release 
a calendar of events via email (and online) along with an Outlook calendar booking to JCU employee 
email addresses.  
 
How many seminars will be hosted in 2016? 
AITHM are seeking to host 15 seminars across the course of the year. 
 
Where are the events held? 
Events may be hosted in any location that provides video conferencing. Generally, these are JCU 
campuses, however there may be an occasion where the guest speaker could videoconference from 
an external site. Please indicate the venues on the speaker request form. 
 
May I host visiting guest speakers multiple times per year? 
Any AITHM or affiliated researcher may apply to host visiting speakers during the year. Applications 
will be assessed by the AITHM Executive against the above stated objectives.  
 
Is it possible to video link to multiple locations? 
Yes. Upon requesting the seminar, please list the intended locations. It is administratively efficient to 
book multiple locations with the original booking, as opposed to adding them in closer to the 
seminar date.  
 
Can I request two speakers to present at one seminar?  
Yes. Multiple speakers can present at one seminar, please add the relevant details to your AITHM 
Seminar Request Form.  
 
When I submit an AITHM Seminar Request Form, how long until I receive approval notification? 
Generally, host researchers will receive notification within 1 week.  
 



 
 

Why was my Seminar request rejected? 
AITHM reviews each Seminar request as they are submitted and considers each guest speaker 
suggestion. All applicants will receive an email to either confirm or reject their Seminar request 
including any reasons why the Seminar may not be able to proceed.  
Some reasons why the Seminar may be rejected include:  

• Timetabling and lack of available facilities within JCU 
• Scheduling clash – another speaker may be presenting that week 
• Suitable variety - A different speaker may have presented recently on a similar topic 

 
What is the event structure? 
Each AITHM seminar generally runs for 50 minutes (consistent with JCU timetabling restrictions). If 
you’d like for the seminar to run for longer, please indicate this when completing the AITHM 
Seminar Request form.  
 
The general structure is: 

Host researcher welcomes the guest speaker to the event and introduces the speaker 
Speaker presents their presentation (40 minutes) 
Host researcher facilitates the Q & A session (10 minutes) 
Host researcher thanks the guest speaker and concludes the event 
Host researcher hosts any networking events 
 

For any other 2018 AITHM Seminar Series questions or advice, please email aithm@jcu.edu.au  
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